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Mystetskyi Arsenal: Spatial development scenarios
2 WORK STREAMS!

@Andrey Mikhailov
BREAK DOWN THE WALL
#SOCIAL STRATEGIES

@Andrey Mikhailov
JUMP INTO THE PARTICIPATOTY ERA!

- Ticket
- Online booking
- Calendar of events
- Add information
- Fix technical bags
- Make it international
- Duplicate posts in English
ARSENAL HUB

Scenarios
creative colony

1 step 2

First interventions cleaning of the space free the windows free the ceiling introduce a ramp near the stairs

step 3

Organizing a work-shop to produce modular coworking space with the users

step 4

More and more coworking spaces Appear throught the 2nd floor

step

Grand opening of the first ‘bussines model ` of renting coworking space
ARSENAL IS A PLACE WHERE THE WEAPON IS STORED AND PRODUCED

THE ART IS THE WEAPON

2ND) THE TEST PROJECT
‘The time will come and you will see that I built this construction not for the fortress, but for people.’

Lieutenant-General Ivan Meller, engineer/architect of the Mystetskyi Arsenal
THE ARSENAL BUILDING
The Arsenal building is a rectangular shape (168 x 135 m), has a courtyard with four gates located along the axis of the facades. The walls, about 2 meters thick, and the arch were made out of Kyiv bricks.

The Old Arsenal is the first building made out of yellow bricks without the use of external plaster. Due to the properties of the local clay, the brick acquired yellow and amber color, which allowed the contemporaries to call the Arsenal 'porcelain'.
The Old Arsenal is the first building made out of yellow bricks without the use of external plaster. Due to the properties of the local clay, the brick acquired yellow and amber color, which allowed the contemporaries to call the Arsenal 'porcelain.'